We present a fourth order accurate finite difference method for the elastic wave equation in second order formulation, where the fourth order accuracy holds in both space and time. The key ingredient of the method is a boundary modified fourth order accurate discretization of the second derivative with variable coefficient, (μ(x)u x ) x . This discretization satisfies a summation by parts identity that guarantees stability of the scheme. The boundary conditions are enforced through ghost points, thereby avoiding projections or penalty terms, which often are used with previous summation by parts operators. The temporal discretization is obtained by an explicit modified equation method. Numerical examples with free surface boundary conditions show that the scheme is stable for CFL-numbers up to 1.3, and demonstrate a significant improvement in efficiency over the second order accurate method. The new discretization of (μ(x)u x ) x has general applicability, and will enable stable fourth order accurate approximations of other partial differential equations as well as the elastic wave equation.
Introduction
The benefits of higher order accurate schemes for wave propagation have been known for a long time [8, 10] , but have mostly been developed for first order hyperbolic systems. For second order hyperbolic systems, higher order accurate finite difference schemes that satisfy the summation parts principle have only been developed for constant coefficients [16] . In particular, it has not been known how to construct a provably stable, higher order accurate, finite difference scheme for the elastic wave equation that handles free surface boundary conditions and heterogeneous material properties.
We have previously developed second order accurate discretizations of the elastic wave equation, where the spatial discretization satisfies a summation by parts principle [1, 17, 20] that guarantees stability of the method. In the present paper, we generalize our techniques to fourth order of accuracy in both space and time. We construct a fourth order accurate finite difference approximation of second derivative terms such as ∂/∂x(μ∂u/∂x), where μ > 0 is a variable coefficient and u is the dependent variable. The discretization is consistent with previous summation by parts stencils for approximating first derivatives [3, 12, 22, 23] , which can be combined to approximate cross-terms like ∂/∂y(μ∂u/∂x). Our discretizations enforce the necessary relations between the stencils for the second derivatives and the crossterms. As a result, our scheme satisfies a discrete energy estimate, and is therefore energy stable. A similar compatibility condition between summation by parts operators for second derivative terms and cross-terms for the case of constant μ was described in [15] .
An additional benefit of our higher order discretization of ∂/∂x(μ∂u/∂x) is that it is designed to use one ghost point outside of the computational domain. The solution value at this ghost point is determined by the discrete boundary condition. Hence, the boundary conditions can be enforced pointwise, instead of using the penalty terms of previous summation by parts schemes [2, 3] . We design the new discretization of second derivatives such that the requirements for obtaining an energy stable scheme are satisfied, independently of how the coefficient μ varies in space. This property also allows us to treat general curvilinear coordinate mappings.
Several numerical methods have previously been developed for solving the elastic wave equation. The fourth order staggered grid finite difference method proposed by Virieux [24], Levander [13], Graves [6], and others, has been used extensively for seismic wave simulations. This method discretizes the elastic wave equation as a first order hyperbolic system using the velocity-stress formulation. The method is fourth order accurate in space, but only second order in time. The method uses a regular Cartesian grid with constant grid spacing and is limited to flat topographies. Analysis of the stability of the method, e.g. [13], uses Fourier techniques and is limited to the periodic problem with homogeneous material properties.
The spectral element method was used by Komatitish and Tromp [9] to obtain a spatially high order approximation of the elastic wave equation in second order formulation. The stability of the spectral element method is obtained through the energy method, which also is used to prove stability of the finite difference method based on summation by parts operators. In the spectral element method, a different discretization stencil is used at each interior node point in each element, even on a regular Cartesian grid. In contrast, the summation by parts formulas only prescribe different stencils at a fixed number of points near a physical boundary. Because of the clustering of internal node points near the element boundaries, spectral element methods must use a smaller explicit time step than finite difference methods of the same order of accuracy. To allow for realistic topographies and variable grid size, the spectral element method is often implemented on an unstructured hexahedral grid, which needs to be conforming. Compared to a finite difference method, the unstructured nature of the grid makes an efficient implementation more challenging, in particular on modern massively parallel machines. Furthermore, the generation of a high quality unstructured hexahedral grid can be difficult and time consuming.
Dumbser and Kaser [4] developed a high order accurate discontinuous Galerkin method for solving the elastic wave equation in first order formulation on an unstructured tetrahedral mesh. Compared to the conforming hexahedral mesh used in the spectral element method,
